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The first photograph from my first ever roll of film. This is my
maternal grandmother, Pauline Thompson, standing outside the log cabin in which she lived, in Tensleep, Wyoming.
She was 59 years old; I was 10. I’ve been a photographer ever
since, and it started this day, with this first roll of film.
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When I was a boy, we used to visit my Grandma at her

log cabin house in the little town of Tensleep at the base of
the Big Horn Mountains in Wyoming. She told us Tensleep
got its name when the Indians camped in the valley on their
way to the Big Horn Mountains to hunt. This spot was “ten
sleeps” away from their home.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and I’d play for hours with her collection of salt and pepper
shakers. She kept them behind big glass doors in a cabinet
in the corner. I especially remember the miniature toaster
set, where the white bread salt shaker and the brown bread
pepper shaker would pop up just like real toast. I’d play with
them for hours, fascinated by their mimicry of real life. She
had dozens of shaker sets in that cabinet, but now the toast
set is the only one I remember. There were five holes on the
top of each piece of toast.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

where it was a thrill to walk to the corner store at the end the
block. She’d give my brother and me a nickel and we’d spend
it on a balsa wood airplane with a rubber band engine, a propeller, and wheels. We’d launch it off Grandma’s side porch.
A good flight would take off, gain speed, climb up over the
yard and the fence, sail over the dirt road and land in the cow
pasture on the other side of the road. Then we’d dare each
other to see who would brave the cow with horns to retrieve
it. If the cow was too close, we’d call Grandma and she would
come out and rescue the plane for us.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep
and I couldn’t wait to wake up in the morning so I could
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have breakfast. Grandma would make bacon and eggs, hash
browns, and toast for older folks. But the kids’ breakfast was
waiting on the top of her refrigerator — the most wonderful,
the most exquisite, the most fabulous breakfast a boy could
ever want — pre-sweetened cereal. Even while I hugged her
hello as we arrived, I’d look over her shoulder to the top of
the refrigerator to see what she had there waiting for me.
I ate Sugar Pops, Cocoa Puffs, Cocoa Rice Krispies, and Sugar
Smacks — all the wonderful cereals my mother would never
let me eat at home. Grandma would not only let me eat it, but
she’d join us kids and have some, too, and laugh the loudest
and call me “stick-in-the-mud.”

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and eat chokecherry preserves until our tongues turned
purple. We’d eat chokecherry jam and chokecherry jelly, and
especially chokecherry syrup on our pancakes and homemade ice cream. Grandma made strawberry and blackberry
and raspberry, too, but those I can buy in the store now.
Only she made chokecherry. To this day, I’m not sure what a
chokecherry is, but it’s one of my favorite flavors in the world.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and look forward to the Independence Day parade down main
street. To me, the Fourth of July was not a patriotic event. It
was an odor. It was horses and the fresh manure they’d deposit
right on the hot asphalt of the only oiled road in town. It was
burnt firecrackers and the smoke from firework “snakes” and
sparklers. It was the odor of hot dogs and leather, dust and
snow cones, sagebrush and hay, tractor exhaust and cottonwood trees. My nose worked so much better then, than it
does now.
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When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and blast tin cans forty feet into the air with a firecracker. We’d
throw cherry bombs at cats and cars and, of course, at each
other until Mom made Dad yell at us. Then he’d go inside
and we’d start all over again. We played this game of parental discipline so many times there was no doubt Dad knew
exactly what we were doing. He had to save face and make
it look like he protested, but his eyes said he wished he could
join us.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and eventually they’d make me take a bath, usually on the
night before we left for home. I’d lay in the hot water and
smell Ivory soap and listen to the crickets under the house
beneath the bathroom floor. I’d hear my parents, and my
Aunt Etna and Uncle Lee out in the living room shuffle the
cards for another round of pinochle and laugh and reminisce. Occasionally, during a lull in the conversation, I could
hear the moths fly headlong into the front porch screen or
the cow moo from across the street. Every so often my Mom
would yell, “You OK in there, honey?” She was always afraid I’d
drowned. I’d say, “Yeah, I’m just in here washing,” but mostly
I was just listening. I’d stay in there so long I’d come out all
pruney.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and for some reason, even though we opened and closed
the screen door carefully, there’d always be a covey of moths
flying around the house. Grandma called them “millers.” They’d
cluster around the light bulbs at night and blindly bang into
them. Sometimes they’d hit the bulb too hard, burn, die, and
fall to the floor. Everyone would go on talking like nothing
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had happened. The dead body would lie there on its back,
still and fuzzy and lifeless. This minute drama of life and death
would play out right before me and I’d watch in complete
amazement. In the morning, almost by magic, the dead bodies
would be gone and no one would mention them.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and before bed, she’d let me wind up the Big Ben alarm
clock she kept by her bed in her room next to the bathroom.
It would tick so loudly I could hear it in the back room where
my brother and I slept next to the wood stove and the preserves. I’d listen to the clock tick and think of it there on the
nightstand next to the glass containing her teeth. Then I’d
shiver, thinking of them, and roll over and try desperately to
go back to sleep, letting the clock and the crickets overpower
me until I couldn’t keep my eyes open.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and sometimes she’d tell me stories. At the end of her bed
was a free standing “closet” made of rough cut timber and a
cloth curtain in place of a door. She kept round, flowered hat
boxes in the space between the top of this closet and the
ceiling. She never did wear a hat that I could remember, but
inside these boxes she kept the most special treasures from
her life. She’d pull down a hat box and open the lid slowly
and deliberately. Then she’d bring out scraps of cloth or an
odd glove, a newspaper clipping or an old coin and tell me
a story about it. I can still hear the sound of her voice and
see the faraway look in her eyes as she rubbed the treasure
between her fingers as though the memories were in there
and she had to rub to get them to come out.
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When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and she’d take us to the hardware store where she worked
and let us look at the magical things there were for sale. She’d
spread oil and sawdust on the wooden plank floor and then
sweep up the mixture and make the air smell sweet and pine.
While she worked, I’d fall entranced by a new cowboy hat,
a rubber knife or tommyhawk, a wooden gun, or a yo-yo.
I tried on the leather belts with Indian bead work forming
the word “Tensleep” or “Cowboy” or “Indian” woven into the
pattern with different colored beads. I learned greed in that
store. I also learned the joy of finally getting something you’d
longed desperately for — for as long as a week.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and spend long afternoons exploring the wonders of nature.
We were too young to be impressed with grand vistas, national
parks, scenic viewpoints and all the things that were supposed to impress us. We’d look at weeds and seeds, snakes
and frogs, and trees, especially the ones whose limbs were
spaced just right for climbing. We loved turning over rocks in
the river or scooping up jars of excitement and wonder from
the ditch in front of Grandma’s house. We were fascinated by
grasshoppers and beetles. Potato bugs were a favorite and
we wished we could roll up into a protective ball to hide from
each other’s squirt guns and foxtail darts. Centipedes, inch
worms, caterpillars, or anything with slime would entertain
us for hours. The more a creature looked like it couldn’t exist,
the more we were fascinated that it did.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and go fishing in the creek on the far side of the cow field
across the dirt road. If we didn’t have a fishing pole, we’d find
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a tree branch, tie on a line with a hook on the end and then
roam the field, searching for bait. We would catch grasshoppers until our pockets were full of them. Fish just can’t resist
the taste of a fresh grasshopper. They were decidedly too
crunchy for my taste. (It’s difficult to resist a dare from one’s
older brother.) We’d tramp to the creek bank, cast in our
squirmy grasshoppers, and have dinner within an hour. We’d
mostly catch German browns and brook trout and even an
occasional rainbow. Then we’d string them through the gills
onto a y-shaped twig and march back triumphant and hungry.

When I was a boy, we’d visit my Grandma in Tensleep

and watch the seeds from the cottonwood trees come down
like a summer snow. They’d blanket the dirt road with a puff
so thick we’d have to use our handkerchiefs to cover our
mouths to avoid breathing them down into our throats as we
ran through the downpour. We laughed so hard, and ran so
hard, and threw rocks so hard, and played and lived so hard.
We didn’t know we were young. We didn’t know we were
lucky. But, we did know we were alive, and it felt great.
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Thanks, Grandma, for the wonderful memories.
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